Effects of some endocrine disruptors on cell cycle progression and murine dendritic cell differentiation.
Endocrine disruptor chemicals (EDCs), which are predominantly present in the environment, are able to mimic or antagonise the biological activity of hormones primarily through the interaction with specific receptors. The main consequences are adverse effects on the growth and development of reproductive organs, the induction of cancer and effects on neuronal differentiation. In this study, we investigated the ability of certain EDCs, Bisphenol A (BPA), Bisphenol B (BPB), Bisphenol F (BPF), 4-n Nonylphenol (NP) and Octylphenol (OP), belonging to a homogeneous group of phenol origin, to interfere with specific cellular processes, namely, proliferation, by using MCF-7 breast carcinoma cells, and differentiation, by using murine bone marrow dendritic cells. We correlated the data on cell growth with the stimulation of cell cycle progression, which could become a step in the development of cancer, and we established a proliferation ranking between the tested EDCs: NP>BPA>OP>BPB>BPF. In addition, we investigated the ability of NP, BPA and OP to induce the differentiation of dendritic cells, the powerful antigen-presenting cells of the immune system. The differentiation and activation of these cells could affect a well-regulated immune response and determine an allergic sensitisation. We found that BPA and NP were active in determining differentiation.